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If you are looking for an AutoCAD Engineer for your company or your project, you may want to
consider outsourcing with a global team of specialists in preparing shop drawings for highend and luxurious projects within the hospitality, residential, commercial, medical, adaptive
reuse, and marine sectors.
ADDMORE services offer AutoCAD and BIM services with a global team of highly qualified
Industrial and Civil Engineers, Architects, and Interior Designers with experience in digital and
freehand drawings including rendering software with an add-on 360 virtual reality view to help
your client see a realistic view of your project.
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You should invest in outsourcing your
AutoCAD drawings because of the
Increase in efficiency of service and
cost savings. These services are
provided with accuracy in dimensions,
measurements, and labels. Using only
the latest techniques and technology,
ADDMORE provides high-quality
accuracy in drawings, quotations, and
reports with a quick turnaround.
ADDMORE services offer a 24/7
availability with staff in the Philippines
and the USA who always aim for

benefits, office utilities, software, and

ensuring the earliest completion of

rentals on equipment.

tasks assigned.
Outsourcing with ADDMORE services
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you can remotely work with your global

AutoCAD drawings because of its

team of specialists 24/7.

significant reduction in labor costs and
business processes. In selecting the
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right pricing for your project visit our

AutoCAD drawings considering the time

website “Outsourcing AutoCAD Shop

zone advantage. In the architecture and

Drawings and Quantity Surveying

interior design sector it is a deadline-

Service: Selecting the Right Pricing

driven environment, sometimes 8 hours

Model”.

working days is not enough to commit
to a deadline while managing your

Our pricing is very cost-efficient and

project and coordinating with your

considering the excellent quality of

client. Can you imagine yourself doing

service, it can be up to 65% cheaper

all the work from consultations,

than employing a person in your

schematic design phase, working

company.

drawings and design proposals, design
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you can avoid using an office space

implementation to turn over without a
team? It is challenging but, with a global
team of AutoCAD Engineers from
ADDMORE, you can directly coordinate
with your global team with 24/7 service.
At ADDMORE their communication
policy applies to ensure that all involved
parties' information is factual, accurate,
balanced and following all applicable
legal and regulatory requirements.
You should invest in outsourcing your
AutoCAD drawings because of
scalability. To top it all, with all the

architectural joinery and metalwork,

advantages I provided on why you

dimensional stone and tiling, clean

should invest in outsourcing a global

sheets, PDF to DWG file conversions,

team of AutoCAD Engineers, the most

as-built drawings and operations, and

important is the flexibility to increase or

maintenance manuals.

decrease your team at ease. You can
trust that these teams will do a great

Visit www.addmoreservices.com for

job handling all the tasks delegated, you

more details.

can focus on your business strategy and
priorities instead of worrying about
increasing your fixed overheads, the
deadlines of requirements, etc.
These services include 2D and 3D
AutoCAD, architecture or interior
drawings, 2D to 3D drawings or BIM
conversion, correcting CAD standards,
rendering floor plans for real estate
marketing, shop drawings for
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